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Steroid use
costs runner
gold medal
SEOUL, South Korea (AP) Ben Johnson was stripped Tuesday of his record-setting vie
in the 100-meter dash after I
ing positive for steroids, and the
Olympic gold medal was awarded to American Carl Lewis.
The news blackened what had
been the brightest moment of
the Seoul Olympics and revived
Lewis' bid for an unprecedented
second sweep of four golds: the
100- and 200-meter dashes, the
long jump and the 400-meter relay. He won the long jump Monday.
International Olympic Committee spokeswoman Michele
Verdier said traces of Stanozolol, a water-based anabolic steroid generally thought almost
impossible to detect, were found
in Johnson's urine sample after
Saturday's race. The IOC executive board unanimously approved its medical commission's recommendation that the
medal be withdrawn.
Johnson's associates said they
could not believe he had used
steroids.
"The only thing we can say at
this stage is that it is a tragedy,
a mistake or a sabotage, said
Johnson's manager, Larry
Heidebrecht. "Up to five days
before the race, Ben was in perfect condition. Something has
happened in those days.
"We do not know what happened and how it happened, but
apparently somebody has sabotaged Ben and we will find out
who it was and how it was
done."
The IOC executive board

Election
appeals
date set
by Barbara A. Weadock
staff reporter

unanimously approved its medical commission's recommendation that the mediil be
withdrawn.
Verdier said traces of stainozolol, a water-based steroid, were
found in a urine sample Iaken
following Saturday's race.
She noted a Canadian contention of sabotage, that the substance might have been a.dministered to Johnson after thi; race
and said, "The steroid profile is
not consistent with such a
claim."
Johnson, who had been recovering from a hamstring injury suffered last winter and
aggravated in May, beat Lewis
in an astonishing 9.79 seconds,
four-hundredths of a second
under his own world record set
at the 1987 world champioinships
in Rome. Lewis was second in an
American-record 9.92 seconds.
A Canadian team staff member, Diane Clement, said at the
time that Johnson had i.o wait
more than an hour — and put
down several bottles of laeer —
before he could produce a postrace drug test.
Pat Reid, a Canadian high
jump coach, said Johnson passed a drug test four weeksi ago in
Zurich.
"The same test. It was clean,"
Reid said. "We feel sick a bout it.
The whole world feels sick about
it."
Lewis, his chances revived for
a second sweep of four Olympic
gold medals, said in a statement
that "if there is an incident, I am
deeply sorry" and declined any
further comment.
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A POSH in The Right Direction

Todd Allen, junior human resources management major, pushes a wheelchair for the Pi Kappa Phi PUSH
while Brian Smith, junior International business major, checks to see how much money is accumulating in
the bucket. Allen, a member of Pi Kappa Phi, pushed the wheelchair for an hour around the Union Oval.
He said he did not mind pushing for an hour: "After you see the people In the center, this is no big deal."

Appeal hearings for Undergraduate Student Government
district offices are tentatively
scheduled for Thursday, Sept. 29
with a final date to be set today.
Prior to last night's USG
meeting, Joe Meyer, USG vice
president, said he has received
two appeals, one from Alan
Isham, District One, and Robert
Lewis, District Four.
For every appeal the office
receives, the Elections and
Opinions Board must hold a
hearing to decide whether a recall election is merited, Meyer
said.
Meyer said before the final
date is set, he must contact the
newly-elected senators. A meeting time convenient for the current senators, the students filing
the appeals, and the EOB of
USG must be set.
If the EOB decides that a recall election for a district is merited, a majority vote will seat a
new senator.
"Unfortunately, we made a
mistake (by saying a 10 percent
student vote in the disputed district was needed); fortunately,
we caught it," Meyer said. He
said the mistake resulted from
misinterpreting the constitution.
During the meeting, USG
senator Linda Popovitch asked
about the group's image since
the election.
"We were told by the president of student affairs and the
vice president of student affairs
that has happened for 15 years,"
Tim Peterson, USG president,
said.
Q See USG, page 4.

Bush tied with Dukakis Debate judged draw
No knockout punch delivered, candidates swap insults
by The Associated Press

Michael Dukakis and George Bush
post-debate jabs from a distance Monday, the
mocrat saying his rival would "lead America nowhere" and the vice president charging his opponent with trying to obscure a liberal past.
The two candidates renewed campaign hostilities as their aides waited for the impact of Sunday
night's nationally televised debate to show up in
the close race for the White House. The first polls
rated the 90-minute confrontation a toss-up, and
Bush himself said he thought the debate went
"kind of about even."
Dukakis moved to exploit the debate to his advantage as aides rushed two new television commercials into production containing snippets of his
performance. One shows the Democrat delivering

Professors claim neither candidate victorious

a portion of his closing debate statement, saying:
"The best America is not behind us. The best
Americsi is yet to come."
Bush Joined running mate Dan Quayle at a campaign rally in Jackson, Term., and said, "One debate doivn. How'd I do?" The crowd cheered and
Quayle {provided the answer, declaring Bush the
victor.
But B ush said later at a barbecue near Atlanta,
"I thought it was kind of about even."
Bush had been asked about a news report that
Preside: nt Reagan had claimed in a conversation
with Sen. Rudy Boschwitz, R-Minn., that the debate wai i a near draw.
"He's probably right," Bush said. Even though
Bush's aides have claimed the vice president
scored a clear victory. Bush has not made such a
claim during a day of campaign appearances in
the South.

by Deborah Kennedy
copy editor

George Bush joked he was giving Michael Dukakis an early Christmas present after he made a
minor slip Sunday night during the debate at Wake
Forest University.
However, University political science professors
agree that neither candidate was celebrating
Christmas in September.
Dennis Anderson, associate professor of political
science, said he thought the outcome of the debate
was close enough that both parties can fairly believe their candidate came out with a slight edge.
"But, personally, I feel Dukakis came out
slightly ahead — he was a little more consistent,"
Anderson explained. "Bush was effective, but not

until later in the debate."
"We must remember that debates usually work
to the benefit of the challenger. Dukakis gained
name, face and platform recognition," he said.
"Many who didn't know Dukakis before the debate
do now."
College Republican President, Dan Caudill, also
said Dukakis had the benefit of being the challenger.
''Ever since there have been televised debates
the incumbent has lost," Caudill said. "But I believe Bush was the clear winner. There is a feeling
in the community that he has done very well."
Caudill said Dukakis did a good job appealing to
the people, but when talking about specifics, he
would not outline what the specifics were. He said
he thought Bush said more about the issues.
D See Debate, page 7

Olscamp cancels Monday breakfast
by Deborah Gottschalk
assistant managing editor

University President Paul
Olscamp's student breakfast,
scheduled for Undergraduate
Student Government members
yesterday morning, was canceled late Friday.
According to Olscamp, the
breakfast was canceled because
he had to attend an early meeting to discuss a development
grant at the University.
However, the cancellation was
preceded by controversy.
On Thursday, the World Student Association representative
to USG, Craig Tallaferro, was
informed his invitation to the

breakfast was withdrawn.
Taliaferro, 38, gained campus
notoriety when be ran for USG
president last spring. He has
served more than six years in
state prisons for charges of possession of narcotics and robbery.
Olscamp, saying his home belongs to him untune leaves the
University, said, "I don't need a
public reason to not want t o have
a guest in my home."
In a letter from Olscamp read
at the WSA meeting S.unday
night by Bob Arrowsmtth, assistant vice president of studient affairs, the president said his decision to revoke Taliaferro's invitation did not reflect his feelings toward the organizat ion.

Tuesda y
According to the Notional Weather
Service at the Toledo
Express Airport, today
will be mostly tunny
and mild with the expected high In the
mid- to upper 70s. Tonight will be mostly
clear with the low
dipping Into the mid40s. Wednesday'*
weather outlook calls
tor sunny skies and
cooler temperatures with the high between 65-70 degrees.

"My reasons for not wishing to
Taliaferro said he was not told
have Taliaferro there concern of Olscamp's decision until Arhis particular personal back- rowsmith :alled him at 10:15
p.m. Thursday.
ground," he said in the letter.
Because he had received a
The purpose of his letter was
to explain how the "misunder- formal invitation and had called
standing'' occurred. According to confirm that he would attend,
to Olscamp, the office of Student Taliaferro planned a press conAffairs is responsible for setting ference outside Olscamp's
up Presidential breakfasts. home, 625 Hillcrest Drive, to
After interested students sign make the public aware of the
up, a list is forwarded to Ob- situation. He said he intended to
present his invitation for admiscamp for approval.
"For some reason, it was not sion to the president's house deforwarded to me personally be- spite Olscamp's revocation of it.
However, because Olscamp
fore the invitations were Issued
this time. When I did see the list, canceled the breakfast, the
I asked that Mr. Taliaferro be press conference was also called
informed that he was not invited off.
Taliaferro said he had intento be a guest in my home," Olsded to represent WSA, not himcamp said in his letter.

self, and was planning to attend
the breakfast "in an official capacity."
"I don't have the same rights
as the person who represents
(Panhellenic Council) because
I'm not white and middle class,"
Taliaferro said.
"If we are an individual student group, if we have a constitution, then we must be allowed
to elect representatives and
have them treated with respect"
Not allowing him to attend the
function was "an abridgement
of WSA's right to be represented," Taliaferro said.
However, at a meeting Sunday, other WSA board members
disagreed.

Rafeev Talwar, treasurer of
WSA, said "(Olscamp) can dislike anyone he wants. As an individual, he does not want you in
his home. He will meet you anywhere else."
Overall, WSA agreed there
was a misunderstanding and
lack of information. The board
voted 11 to 0. with three abstentions, including Taliaferro, to
send a response letter to Olscamp. The contents of the letter
will be discussed at next week's
meeting.
Olscamp refused to comment
Eesterday regarding the locaon and time of the meeting
which required canceling the
breakfast.

News in Brief
University computer prices
set to (increase Friday
Students and departments considering buying
some types of Apple Computers from the University's Office of Computer Services should make up
their minds; soon — the company is raising its
prices on Fr iday for some of its products.
Price increases vary from $116 to $730 and they
will apply to students and departments. Anyone
who wants, to purchase one at the lower rates
should con tad Dave McCoy in Computer Services.
Department, orders must be placed by Friday; in-

dividual orders must be completed, paid and processed by Friday.

The doors to the ballroom will open about 11:301
a.m., according to Jim Vanzant, president of |
Campus Democrats.

Rob Lowe visits campus
to speak for 'the Duke'

There will be no seats, he said, but rather admis-1
sion will be on a first-come, first-serve basis, and |
will be standing room only.

Actor Rob Lowe is scheduled to speak today on
behalf of Democratic presidential nominee Michael Dukakis in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom on
the second floor of the University Union. The
speech is scheduled to begin at about 12:30p.m.

Vanzant said the doors will be closed when the I
ballroom is filled, which should allow about 1,500 to
2,000 to enter.
Lowe is scheduled to speak for about 15 to 201
minutes.

Editorial

2

The BG News editorial
is your campus

-An Independent Student Vace-

latter* to the editor
should be a maximum of
JBMMworde In length and
snoald be typewritten,
ctooMe-epaced, and signed.
Address or on-campus
mailbox number along
Kith your telephone number for verification, must
be included.
Columns may be longer,
although a length of 600-700
words is preferred. These
should also be typewritten
sad double-spaced. Universtty students writing
columns must provide
class rank, major and
hometown.
Ifte News reserves the
to reject any materithat is offensive, malicious or libelous. All submissions are subject to
condensation.
Please address ail subrnisslonsto:

EDITORIAL BOARD
Julie Wallace
News Editor

Greg Connel
Managing Editor

Linda Hoy
City Editor

Deborah Gottschalk
Asst. Managing Editor

Jared O. Wadley
Editorial Editor

Ben Johnson incident
supports a continual
need for drug testing
Just three days ago in the Olympic Games.
Canadian Ben Johnson broke the world record
in winning the 100-meter dash. Yesterday, the International Olympic Committee's medical commission broke his heart by stripping him of his gold
medal.
And rightly so.
Johnson, whose 9.79 clocking broke his own world
record by an amazing four-hundredths of a second,
tested positive for anabolic steroids.
His case is not a particularly sad one. Not that
much sadder than the six other athletes, including
two gold medalists, to test positive for a banned
substance at the Seoul Games.
Let's hope that Johnson will finally be an example to athletes that the IOC will not condone steroids, blood doping or anything that will give athletes an unfair advantage. Obviously the other six
athletes were not.
Possibly the most disturbing part of this incident
isn't that Johnson was caught using an illegal substance. The fact he took his victory lap ana accepted the gold medal knowing he had cheated is disappointing. But he will forever wonder if he could
have beat arch-rival Carl Lewis, of the United
States, without the steroids.
Johnson's manager contends that some mistake
or sabotage has taken place. The IOC medical
commission said both of Johnson's urine samples
tested positive. No action would have been taken if
both samples had not tested positive.
The IOC must have been sure of the test validity
or it would not have made the findings public.
In the past, IOC has been criticized for its drug
testing. But the results seem to show a decline in
the number of athletes being caught using drugs. In
the 1984 Summer Olympic Games in Los Angeles,
11 athletes tested positive for a banned substance.
With less than a week of the Games left, seven have
tested positive.
The numbers alone justify the testing. It is also to
the benefit of the athletes' health that the testing is
done. The Olympic Games are of friendly and fair
competition, not of unfair advantages.
What compels an athlete to risk years of training
knowing that the IOC will be testing for banned
substances? Superior performance? Maybe knowing that there is no way for him to win without the
drugs?
Dr. Joshua Kaplan, director of the University's
Student Health Center, said steroids, combined
with weight lifting, make a person stronger, but not
necessarily faster. He also said steroids are known
to have side effects that are dangerous, such as
high blood pressure, cancer of the liver, personality
changes and sterility.
The biggest side effect for Ben Johnson is the loss
of the Olympic gold medal, loss of respectability
and possibly the loss of future financial gain
through endorsements. Also, his previous performances, including the world record he set in the 1987
world championships in Rome, will forever be
questioned.
A brilliant career is all but finished. It is a career
that possibly might not have been had it not been
for steroids.
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a lid on that crock plot
Editor's note: Mike Royko is
on vacation. This is a reprint of
one ot his favorite columns
which Brat appeared April 11,
1962.
Suddenly there is all this serious talk about civil defense
planning and how many people
could survive a nuclear war.
Whenever that subject comes
up, I recall a conversation I once
had with Carl Sandburg, the
great poet, when I was a young
reporter. It was about 22 years
ago, when the Cold War was really frigid and digging fallout
shelters was one of this country's most popular pastimes.
Sandburg was visiting Chicago and I was assigned to interview him. Before I left the office, I was called aside by an
editor who was building his own
home fallout shelter.
He said, "I want you to ask
Sandburg what he would stock a
fallout shelter with."
"Why should I ask him that?"
I asked the editor.
"Well, he's a brilliant, worldfamous man, and I think a lot of
people would be Interested In
knowing what somebody like
him would think was important
to have."
When I put the question to
Sandburg, we were In a dining
room with some of Chicago's
wealthiest, most socially promising citizens, who were honoring him.
He pondered the question for
about 20 or 30 seconds, pursing
his lips and looking toward the
sky, while everyone sat silently
awaiting his profound thoughts.
Then, in that dramatic, rum-

Editors support
their editorials
The defenders of the faith
strike once more. The ability of
an individual to cloak prejudices
and dislikes in fair-sounding
rhetoric and noble ideals is astounding, but when these individuals are given free reign to
voice these opinions in a supposedly open forum, the result is
nothing snort of appalling.
Take, for instance, the editorial "Theater owners play God
with Christ film," which appeared in the Sept. IS issue of the
. BG News. In this tirade, we are
i again reminded of the famed
I vtrtures of free speech and the
moral obligation by which we
areboundtoupholdthisideal.lt
is a pity, then, that the editors of
the News have proven incapable of living up to this
standard.
A bold statement? Allow me to
cite an example: at one point
last year, the much vaunted BG
Newt ran a comic strip entitled
"Life in Hell." It seems that one
of these strips used the word
"negro" in a fashion that was
not construed as complimentary
by many individuals on this
campus. Although not all students agreed with the message
this comic was perceived to

hind the Russians in nuclear
strength, so we have to have a
huge military buildup costing
billion s of dollars.
This, buildup, of course, terrifies m any people. We build more
bomb! i and the Russians build
more bombs. So we build more
and U". ey build more. And along
the way, a lot of other, smaller
countr les build their bombs. And
one of i these days, poof!
So that's where Propaganda
Barred two comes in. It goes
someUiing like this: Don't worry
about the nuclear buildup. The
more bombs everybody builds,
the sal er we will all be.
All i ve have to do is be prepared with plans to evacuate the
cities. Then when we see the
Russians evacuating their cities
we will know they are going to
attack us, and we can evacuate
our cities.
Or something like that.
This kind of talk is almost
funny when it comes from those
eccenl ric people who call themselves survivalists and plan for
the da y when they will barricade
themselves in their vacation
homes and wait with shotgun
cocked to blast the looters who
want their homes.
But the talk Isn't funny when it
comes from officials in the current ^Vhite House aclministration.
They talk about evacuating
the cit ies. Every day at about 4
p.m., ijeople get in their cars to
go home from work. Every day
there i s a huge traffic jam.
And that is with only a fraction
of the population being on the
move.
What would happen if everybody 'tried to get away at the
same time? Nothing would

move. It would be chaos.
Ah, but Washington tells us
that would not happen because
we would have about four days
in which to evacuate the cities.
I don't understand why they
think there would be a four-day
grace period before we and the
Russians began bombing each
other. Maybe they have an optimistic computer.
We would have 200 million
people wandering around the
countryside with no food, no
shelter, no medical care, no organized society.
Then, when the bombs went
off and the radiation and fallout
got to them, they could die
slowly Instead of quickly. And
those who survived the blasts
and radiation could die of the
diseases that would quickly
spread.
Since most experts on the subject agree that planning for survival is a waste of time, why is
there so much official talk about
it?
The answer Is that if the
government wants to engage in
a nuclear buildup that we do not
need, since we are already as
Kwerful as the Russians, they
ve to soothe us into thinking
that we can survive a nuclear
war.
That is supposed to make the
buildup, ana the possibility of
nuclear war, less frightening to
us.
It's a sales job. Even worse, a
con job.
AD they are doing is talking a
lot of that which Carl Sandburg
said Norman Mailer described
as...Well, you know what they're

communicate, the News
interests of many students and
"knuckled under to a highly or- violated the "rights" of the artganized and highly present niin- ist to communicate his views of
a" as one now-famous
the world as he saw fit. One
ssor might say, and cancel- might say the editors played
s run out of respect for the God with the "Hell" strip.
concerns of dissenting students.
Now, the question arises; does
This, of course, disregarded the the B(i News believe in the edi-

torials it runs or are the editors
simply disguising their own
hypocritical beliefs in whatever
high-sounding rhetoric is available at the time?

bling voice, he said very, very
slowly and deliberately: '1
would be sure (pause) to take
with me (pause) a sufficient
number of receptacles (pause)
to bold that (pause) which Norman Mailer (pause) calls s—."
At the sound of that word, all
the fine ladies in gowns and fine
gentlemen in dinner jackets
gasped. Sandburg stifled a grin.
"Is there anything else?" I
asked.
"No," he said, "that is what
comes to mind when someone
talks about survival after nuclear war."
I returned to the office, wrote
the story and turned it in. The
editor yelped, "We can't print
this!"
"Why not? He said it."
"Because it's crude."
"But I think Sandburg was
trying to make a point."
"Well, I don't understand his
point and it's not going into this
newspaper."
And it didn't.
But I've always remembered
it because Sandburg pretty well
summed up in that one blunt
word what all of these serious
discussions about crawling into
holes or evacuating the cities
really amount to: It is just a
crock.
It was a crock back then, when
millions of frightened Americans stocked their basements
with bottled water, canned foods
and first-aid kits, and politicians
donned civil defense uniforms
and blew off sirens to show that
they were ready for anything.
And it's a crock now, as the
Reagan administration unleashed a double-barreled propaganda barrage. Propaganda
Barrel one: We are woefully be-

BLOOM COUNTY

Royko is a columnist for the
Chicago Tribune.

MarkK.Emmert
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Are you ready
for His coming?
Are we still here? What, no
Rapture? I thought it was supposed to come Sept. 12, or was it
the 13th, or the 14th. I don't know
when it was supposed to be, but I
do know that it has not
come...yet.

perish, but everyone to come to
repentance." Therefore, God is
waiting patiently on our repentance before He returns.
If the Rapture were to come
tomorrow, only those who have
come to repentance, then, would
go to be with God. Most of us
have heard the word "repentance," but few know what it
means.

The dictionary describes repentance as a feeling of regret
for a deed or omission. Our feeling of regret should be for our
disobedience to God's laws,
which is sin. Our sin causes a
separation between us and God.
According to the Bible, anyone
who disobeys God's commands
cannot have a relationship with
a perfect God. But this relationship can be restored if
there has been a payment for
that sin. Jesus Christ is the
A cartoon printed in the BG bridge for that gap. The Bible
News on Sept. 16, represents a says that the wages of any sin is
question many people have now. death and Christ died to pay for
That is when is the Rapture our sins.
coming? The Bible addresses
However, in reading the Bible,
this question in II Peter 3:4 —
"They will say, 'Where is this I have come to the conclusion
coming He promised?' Ever that God does not want us to be
since our Fathers died, every- concerned when His coming is;
thing goes on as it has since the rather, whether we are ready
when He comes. So the question
beginning of creation.''
is not "when is He coming," but
are
you ready?
It goes on in verse nine to say,
"The Lord is not slow in keeping
Pat Schultz-144 Kohl
His promise, as some underRenee Baysden — 28 McDonstand slowness. He is patient
ald
North
with you, not wanting anyone to

For those of you who have no
idea of what the Rapture is, I
will explain. The Bible tells the
story of Jesus Christ's life and
death. After Jesus died, He was
resurrected. The Bible goes on
to tell of Christ's return to the
earth, when He will "gather His
flock" and rapture them up to
heaven. This will usher in the
events leading to God's final
judgment on all men.

THE

WASHINGTON
CENTER

Lowe isn't the
best answer
The Dukakis brain trust sat
long and hard on this one. How
do we deal with this nmarf^g
new Bush person? In their infinite wisdom, these political gurus
decided to send one of the most
highly respected, worldly acclaimed, powerhouses of American
politics — Rob Lowe. Sure, movie actors have always played a
small role in presidential politics. We saw Tom Selleck give a
tribute to Nancy Reagan at the
Republican National Convention. Henry Fonda was a
staunch Adlai Stevenson supporter, but Rob Lowe? Come on,
Mike, can't you appeal to young
voters on your own? Ohio is even
one of the big prizes on Election
Day and, as it stands now, most
experts are picking Vice President Bush to win all those big
prizes.
But, hey, Rob Lowe is for Dukakis. That's reason enough for
masses of people to flock to the
polls for the governor. Why, he's
much more knowledgeable and
influential than any national
leader I can imagine. Heck, he's
more qualified to be president
than Dukakis (no joke there).
Maybe he and Duke are collaborating on a sequel to "About
Last Night."
I can see it now: a four-year

production beginning in January
1969 and continuing until our
next election. They can call it
"About the Carter-Mondale
Years."
Don't get me wrong. I expect
this kind of judgment from the
Democratic nominee. Remember, this is the same ma*
who allows hardened criminals
out on furlough before they are
even up for parole. He's the one
who will raise taxes, still not
realizing that for every dollar of
raised taxes, the Democratic
Congress spends $1.58 more. He
opposes the death penalty for
severe crimes of cruelty, voluntary school prayer, the right
to life, balanced budgets, freedom fighters and the pledge.
Michael Dukakis knows that
the rising group in this nation
are the elderly. By 1990, there
will be more people over the age
of 60 than teenagers. I worked in
Washington on the Bush campaign this summer and I found
In talking with voters that the
people who are most opposed to
Dukakis are Massachusetts
senior citizens. They are suffering because of his "Massachusetts Miracle." It is no surprise to see a young movie actor
appealing to young voters for
But Rob Lowe? He can not
possibly have a clue to what it
takes to lead a nation. But that's
a given on the Dukakis camiCoughlin
446 Compton Hall

Comparing King
to Christ was bad
Bruce Edwards and Peter
Schreffler,
/This letter has been written in
response to your column, "The
Last Temptations of the Press."
I applaud the accuracy of the
first half of your column where
you fairly present both sides of
this issue. Unfortunately, as you
present your opinion on the subject, you very unfairly reduce us
supporters of "The Last Temptation of Christ" to mere Sunday
Christians or total unbelievers
in the sacredness of our Lord.
In leading to this accusation,
Sou try to present a parallel beveen the film in question and
another fictional film. Your attempt, though, is an invalid one.
Dr. Martin Luther King's life is
recorded in quite accurate historical accounts. All of our information about Jesus Christ,
though, comes from the Bible.
Correct me if I'm shy of the
mark here, but how many
protestors of the film will stand
up and say that the Bible was
meant to be a history book? Unless you are a complete fundamentalist, your answer would
have to be'no.'
There is really no way of telling whether Jesus had any such
last temptation. Maybe He did.
Maybe He did not. But we can

know whether your Dr. King
scenario was factual. Even so,
those that wish to see the film
should be given that right. By
restricting the film from the
public, you are forcing your religious views upon everyone else
and creating a Jesus Christ in
your own image.
I am a Roman Catholic and I
do believe in the divinity of
Jesus. But, unlike you, I fully
recognize the fact mat He was
also human, with all the faults
included. If there was indeed a
last temptation, it was His divinity that made Him hang on the
cross. If Jesus did go through
this last temptation, that should
make him even more heroic to
all of us. Why? Because he did
give up that temptation — for us.
And as all of us even halfhumans know, temptation is not
an easy thing to turn away from.
Brian Dzyak
14MooneyHall
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The Washington Center
Internship Program
• Internships available in all fields •

Get this FREE Value Pack of Staedtler school
supplies and reuseable CacheCase worth $12,
when you buy a specialty-priced Marsmatic
technical pen set with 7 pens plus ink. Available
now at your college store.

WEDNESDAY. SEPTEMBER 28
INFORMATIONAL PRESENTATION
4:00 p.m. Capitol Room, Union
MINORITY STUDENT RECEPTION
5:30 p.m. State Room, Union

Why graduate without it?
For Internships and
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231 Administration Building
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t-xpress Mail International Service"" from your
post office has new half-pound rates too good to keep
bottled up: $13.00 to Canada, $15.00 to the United
Kingdom, $18.00 to over 65 other countries.
And we've dropped anchor on our full-pound
rates too, so they're lower than ever.
So next time, ship with us and get all the
speed and reliability you expect from the
eagle at a great new price.
Because we wouldn't want
you to miss the boat.
Please send me mote infon-ation on O.S.RS.
Express Mail International i'.rvicer
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YOUR FUTURES IN FOCUS
WITH PEARLEI
llou're looking for a company with a proven track
record of success as well as a dynamic and promising future
■ou seek a management training program designed to help you reach your full potential.
Trou want the financial security of a diversified global
organization but all the intimacy and support of a
smaller company.
Everything you look for in a career comes into focus
with Pearle Health Services, the world's largest provider of eyewear and eyecare services We set the
standards for the retail optical industry from
marketing support to intensive employee training.
The best begins with Pearle.
Management opportunities are available across the
U.S. for bright, aggressive Graduate candidates with
leadership ability and the business and interpersonal
skills necessary for retail success.
Put your future in focus todayl Take this opportunity to learn more about Pearle Health Service's
management development program. Pearle
representatives will be on campus to conduct an informational presentation on Wednesday. September
28 at 7:00PM.

OUR NEW LOW RATES ARE
GREAT FOR SHIPPING OVERSEAS.

Intmrvlaws will be held Thursday, September 29.
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Contact your Career Placement
Center today for further detailsl
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taking off his clothing and
knocking over band equipment.
DA Bowling Green woman reported Saturday that her
Four false ID'S were confis- mother, who lives in Cleveland,
cated at Sundance Restaurant, received a letter from College
HON. Main St., on Friday.
Care Connection stating she
could receive a cake by sending
Michael J. Shull, 914 Offen- $18 to a post office box in Bowlhauer East, was cited for dis- ing Green. Police advised the
orderly conduct Friday after woman of a similar fraudulent
police said they observed him incident that occurred several
urinating in public at 510 E. years ago and will keep the matWoosterSt.
ter under investigation.
Edward W. Jackson, 309 Phi
: _ Paul L. Siebenaller, of Rossford, was arrested for disorderly Kappa Psi, and Benito Garcia
conduct Saturday after police Jr., of Fremont, were arrested
received calls of a man walking for underage consumption of alinto traffic and being disorderly cohol Saturday at a party at 810
at Howard's Club H. On two oc- Fifth St. Police said they
casions, employees said they received a complaint that Garcia had a Colt .45-caliber semiasked him to stay at Howard's. automatic handgun and was
210 N. Main St. On the fourth call claiming he was a Marine Corps
police received, Siebenaller had pilot, when officers entered the
re-entered Howard's and began party, the group became defen-

Four arrested for drugs
sive and began yelling about
their rights. When no one admitted to being the host of the party,
police confiscated four empty
beer kegs and a water trough being used to keep them cold.
□ Police received 22 complaints of disturbing the peace
this weekend.

Campus
□ University police picked up
Kevin W. Spear, of Toledo, Saturday evening on a warrant out
of Perkins township for passing
a bad check. Spear was held in
Wood County Jail.
DA privately-owned vehicle
used to deliver pizza was reported stolen from the loading dock
at Founders early Sunday morning. The complainant stated the
keys were not left in the vehicle.
The vehicle was recovered undamaged in the Union Oval approximately one hour later.
DA student reported that
while standing in the serving
line at Commons Dining Hall
Sunday afternoon, his meal coupons, which had been placed on
his tray, disappeared. A check
was made of the area for the
book, valued at $100, but the
book was not found.

by Beth Church
copy editor
In a continuing effort to increase enforcement of federal
drug laws, Bowling Green police
officers arrested four men Sept.
24 for possession of cocaine.
Scott R. Pfund, of Lambertville, Mich., Scott L. Heimrich, of
Perrysburg, Kenneth T.
Kramer, of Toledo, and Randy
E. Mominee, 13938 Mitchell
Road, have been charged with
abuse of cocaine, according to

by Beth Church
copy editor

Bowling Green police believe they saved a man
from being murdered this weekend, according to
Chief of Police Galen Ash.
Kenneth M. Ketner, 28, of Charlotte, N.C., was
arrested after allegedly threatening the life of
Dean Moosman, owner of Varsity Lanes, 1033 S.
Main St., early Friday morning.
Moosman called police after Ketner was arguing
loudly in the bar of his bowling alley, but Ketner
left before officers arrived, police said.
Several hours later, Moosman told police Ketner
called him and threatened to "blow him away"
when the owner left his business, police reports
said.
Two officers, stationed outside the bowling alley,
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said they saw Ketner drive into the rear parking
lot at 2:00 a.m. When they approached him, Ketner
fled south in his car on Main Street.
Ash said officers pursued him for about 12 miles,
at speeds estimated up to 105 mph, and finally
stopped him on Jerry City Road, just west of Potter Road.
Ketner was arrested and a fully loaded 12-gauge
shotgun was found on the front passenger seat.
Police charged him with felonious assault, agfravated menacing, improper transport of a
trearm, fleeing and driving under the influence of
alcohol, police said.
"We think we prevented a homicide," Ash said.
"He (Ketner) called and said he was going to show
up with a gun and he did. He was following through
with everything he said he was going to do."
Ketner is currently being held in Wood County
Jail and a preliminary hearing has been set for
1:30 p.m. Wednesday.
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After the men were arrested,
Ash said officers discovered two
plastic containers in which a
substance, suspected to be marijuana, was found. A small brass
pipe and a small bag containing
what was suspected to be marijuana were also confiscated
from the van.
Pfund, 34, the owner of the van,
was also charged with permitting drug abuse in a motor vehicle, police said.
AD of the men except Pfund
made statements for police.
None of the men said who the
cocaine belonged to, Ash said.

Possible murder averted

•Week Day Specials" ——-■■■■!
Good Mon-Thurs
Only

Chief of Police Galen Ash.
When officers approached the
four men, parked in a brown van
behind D.J's on South Main
Street, they acted suspiciously
and were asked to step out of the
van.
Police said a mirror with
white crystal-like powder was
laying in plain view and a razor
blade was discovered on the
floor. Officers also found a small
Kcket of crystal-like powder on
! floor behind the right front
passenger seat and another
packet underneath the right
front seat.
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Changes in election procedures are being considered for
the future.
"We are considering having
all elections (spring and fall) at
once to get more people to vote,
but we don't know at this time,
Peterson said.
In other business, mock elections to poll students' opinions
on this year's state and national
races, will be held at the University on Oct. 4.
Voting will be held in University HaU and the Math-Science

Building during the day, dining
halls from 4 to 6 p.m., and possibly in Jerome Library during
evening hours, Jim Vanzant,
national, state and community
coordinator, said.
During the president's report.
Peterson read the proposed
USG-GSS selection policy for
nominating students to the University's board of trustees. This
was the proposal's second read,
and will have a final reading and
vote at the next USG meeting.

h
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Get Ak and Bis
andaCD
TiyaMacinfiosh todayNow that a new school
year is under way, we have
an idea that'll make both
you and your parents feel a
bit more confident^come
finals time:
Get a Macintosh*
computer to help with your
homework.
Then you'll never have
to spend another all-nighter
retyping a paper just to
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purge a few typos and
dangling modifiers. You'll
be able to crank out assignments that look as though
you bribed a friend in art
school. And with an amazing new program called
HyperCard—which just
happens to come packaged
with every Macintosh—you
can easily store, organize,
and cross-reference research

CAMPAIGN '88
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Mud slinging Mayor speaks on oampus
soils election
by Elizabeth Klmes
staff reporter

by Judy Immel
special assignment reporter

As the November election
draws near, accusations against
candidates can be expected to
increase, according to three University professors.
For instance, George Bush recently accused Michael Dukakis
of being unpatriotic because, as
Massachusetts governor, he did
not sign a bill requiring teachers
to lead their classes in the
pledge of allegiance.
On the state level, George
Voinovich implied that his opponent in the VS. Senate race,
Howard Metzenbaum, favored
child pornography.
Is the 1988 election turning
into a campaign of mud-slinging?
According to some University
professors, attacking the opponent is a normal part of campaigning and will happen more
as Election Day draws near.
"It's been done throughout
history," said Richard Zeller,
professor of sociology, whose
work focuses on social life and
attitudes.
Zeller cited historical examples of Aaron Burr implying
Alexander Hamiliton had an illegitimate child, and Richard
N&on calling presidential candidate Adlai Stevenson a
"commie."
"Every election is dirty. You
emphasize your great points and
point out your opponent's flaws
— if someone's got his hand in
the cookie jar, it works," he
said. "If the allegations are
vague, then it can backfire."
Zeller said attacks can occur
more often when candidates are
losing and thus, motivated to use
more extreme measures.
Dennis Anderson, a political
science professor who teaches a
voting behavior class, said the
nature of politics is "rough and
tumble."

"It's all a part of normal campaign license. I'd rather have it
be a little earthy than sterile,"
he said.
The problem with the 1968
election, however, is the accusations being made are "trivializing" the whole campaign, Anderson said.
"Trivialization is the real sin.
not the so-called mud-slinging,'
he said. "Instead of talking
about issues that are important,
and trying to deal with things indepth, the candidates are worrying about trivial topics."
Anderson included both
Bush's "flag-wrapping tactics"
and VoinovTch's move against
Metzenbaum in the category of
strategies trivializing the camie said one possible reason
for the negativism in the presidential campaign is the weak
images of both Bush and Dukakis.
"Voters don't know exactly
who they are, which makes
them vulnerable to negative attacks," he said.
Voinovich's action was probably based more out of desperation because of his sliding position in the polls, Anderson added.
Anderson said the voters de-1
cide whether mean-minded
campaign tricks are an effective
tool lor candidates.
Zeller said it is not clear
whether "throwing mud" helps
a candidate.
"However, it seems to be effective if the electorate comes to
believe the candidate receiving
the mud deserves it," he said.
Dennis Hale, acting chair of
journalism, said it is not fair for
the press to be blamed as perpetuating the "dirtiness" of
campaigns.
"If allegations are loud
enough and made often enough,
they Decome newsworthy. Tne
press can also play a role in balancing and exposing unfairness,''Hale said.

Using a Cleveland college
scholarship-in-escrow program
as an example, U.S. Senate—hopeful George Voinovich
said Friday higher education
must be made more accessible
to all Americans.
Voinovich, who spoke to Dennis Anderson's political science
class before touring the University campus, cited the usefulness of preparing funds at a
young age for college.
While mayor of Cleveland,
Voinovich installed a college
scholarship-in-escrow program
that awarded high school students for attaining certain
grades. When a student receives
an "A," they are awarded $40. A
"B" warrants $20, while a "C"
grade results in $10. These funds
are then placed in escrow so the
student can forward them to the
cost of their college education,
Voinovich said.
To ensure that "anyone who
has the ability to go to college
can go," Voinovich said college
grant programs, such as the Pell
Grant, must be expanded to
meet the need.
"As a nation, we have gotten a
little lazy (with education)," he
said. "Education is as important
as our national defense. We
must put a plan together so that

your future is guaranteed."
Voinovich said besides education, the United States is also
confronted with two other problems which must be dealt with in
order to make America "the
America we want it to be."
First, Voinovich said, AIDS
funding must be increased to
combat an estimated price tag
of $17 billion in medical expenses by 1991. An increase in funding will generate more research
to tight the disease, he said.
AIDS can further be combated
by formulating a massive education program on the national,
state and local level, he said.
Second, America needs to curtail the drug trade business in
America, he said.
"We have to let our allies
know we are not going to let ;
them bring drugs into this coun- '
try," he said. We have to use
the military to stop the drug
trade.
"If we can teach our children
not to play with fire and matches, we can teach them not to
take drugs," he said.
Voinovich said he is willing to
debate these issues and others
with Senator Howard Metzenbaum, his opponent, but Metzenbaum has been elusive on
setting a date for the debate.
"Fundamentally, he realizes
we need three podiums: one for
me, one for what he says in Ohio

1/2 LB. NEW YORK STRIP STEAKi
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Rolls & Butter
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•
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TONIGHT!
THE PHEASANT ROOM - 2nd FLOOR UNIVERSITY UNION

No reservations accepted for these specials
Food coupons accepted 4:30-7:00 p.m. daily

for your parents,
for yourself
you may wina Sony Discman
notes to your heart's content
And if that isn't enough
reason to look at a Macintosh
today, here's another:
Right now, you have
three chances to win one
ofSony'sDiscmari"CP
players—including the exciting Sony Pocket Discman,
which also plays the new
3-inch CDs. And even ifyou
miss out on the CD player,

you may still win one of 15
Apple T-shirts. No strings
attached—just fill out a
registration form at the
location listed below.
So come in and get
your hands on a Macintosh.
If not for yourself, do it
for your folks.
Trie power to be your best.'"

Enter: September 12th-September 30th
Union, Technology, Library, or B.A. Labs

"As a nation, we have gotten a little lazy
(with education). Education is as
important as our national defense. We
must put a plan together so that your
future is guaranteed."
-George Voinovich, U.S.Senate candidate
and one for what he does in
Washington," he said.
If the percentage of Metzenbaum's lead in the polls decreases anymore, Voinovich
said Metzenbaum has no choice
but to debate.
According to Voinovich, he is

trailing the senator in the polls
by 10 percentage points.
Voinovich said he has been
trying to get across the point in
his campaign and television ads
that Metzenbaum's voting record does not match what he
says in public.

The Best In Main-Stream Rock
Live Entertainment 7 Nights A Week
Wednesday

Thursday

College I.D. Night
free admission
with valid I.D.

Ladies' Night
no cover for the ladies

Friday and Saturday
reduced cover
before 9:00 p.m.

Sunday

Monday

Wet T-Shirt Contest
-andQuarter Beer Night

Singles Night
no cover
free video games

Happy Hour Every Night from 8:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Byrnegate Plaza
135 S. Byrne (near Hill), Toledo 531-1311
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Homecoming hopefuls selected
by Kathy Fox
staff reporter
After an extensive selection
process, the University Activities Organization has named the
1988 Homecoming Court.
"There were approximately
45 to SO women applicants, but
only 13 male applicants, which is
normal," saidKatherine Spiller,
public relations director ofUAO.
''Men don't get as involved as
the women do."
Spiller and two graduate students determined the 13 men
and 15 women to advance to
judged interviews, the second
step in the selection process.
Three members of the University's staff, Martha Scully,
graduate assistant for the Counseling and Career Development
Center; Jeff Agnoli, graduate
assistant for institutional
research and Dave Weinandy, a
doctoral student in the interpersonal/public communications,
judged candidate interviews
Sept. 17 and 18, narrowing the

Hoafeld

applicants to five men and five
women.
Some credentials the judges
looked for included community
involvement, extracurricular
activities and grade point average, Spiller said.
"We are looking for the wellrounded student," she said.
The Homecoming king and
queen will be announced and
presented certificates at a bonfire Oct. 6 at College Park. They
will also participate in the
Homecoming parade before the
Bowling Green-Ohio University
footballgame on Oct. 8.
They win be crowned at the
game, she said.
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course helps more students
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"In the past all they (the king
and queen) had to do was the
bonfire, parade, football game,
and it was over. This year we
will try to promote the king and
queen a little more," Spiller
said.
The 1988 king and queen will
be two of these finalists:
Mark Hoafeld is majoring in
business administration. He is
the president of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon Fraternity and has been
an InterFraternity Council representative. He is a member of
the Order of Omega and has
been a University Ambassador.
Christopher Kelleher is an
interpersonal/public major

Questions about
re-entering the
Catholic Church?
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at St. Thomas More
on September 27,
28 or 29 - 9 p.m. to
midnight

Koval

Greul

from Cincinnati. He has been a
University Ambassador, campus tour guide and Orientation
Leader. He is listed in the Outstanding Young Men of America.
Timothy Maugherman, an
education and interpersonal/public communications
and /marketing major, is presently philanthropy chairman of
Phi Kappa Psi. He is an Ohio
Student Education member and
is the recipient of the Music Talent Award. He was an Orientation Leader and pre-registration
volunteer.
Timothy Peterson is a leisure services management
major and is president of the
Undergraduate Student
Government. He is a member of
Sigma Phi Epsilon and organized a philanthropy for the
American Heart Association. He
was involved with Senior Challenge and organized a haunted
house for Bowling Green children.
Matthew Webb from North
Ridgeville is an interpersonal/public communications
major. He is a resident adviser
ana a former UAO director of
exhibits. He was named sophomore of the year and made the
Phi Gamma Delta Dean's list.
He also works for WBGU-FM.
DTracy Gruel, interpersonal/public communications
major, is the president of Chi

Rice

Omega. She has been a campus
tour guide and a member of the
Golden Key National Honor Society. She was a volunteer with
the University's blood drive, and
participated in a trip to Washington D.C. to help the homeless.
Michele Koval is an interpersonal/public communications major from Port Clinton.
She made the Dean's List in
1986, and was a campus tour
guide. She was involved with the
Big Sister Program and was on
the planning committee for the
Muscular Dystrophy Superdance.
DWendy Neal is an interpersonal/public communications
major. She served as historian
ana rush party chairperson for
Delta Gamma Sorority. She was
noted as Delta Gamma Outstanding Junior, and was a resident advisor and preregistration volunteer.
Elizabeth Rice is majoring
in English and French. She has
been a University Ambassador,
a summer pre-registration
speaker and was an Easter
Seals Christmas party volunteer. She is a member of Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority.
Angela Walker, a business
administration major, was an
aerobic instructor and University Ambassador. A member of
Alpha Chi Omega sorority, she
was a volunteer for the Bowling
Green retirement home, and

MUUUUUUL 352-7555

tittoi

was the 1987 Alliance City
Queen.
UAO will hold elections Oct. 3
and 4 in the Union Foyer. Any
registered student can participate in the election.

Panel helps
undecided
students
by Michael LaVolpc
reporter
The plight of undecided
majors will be addressed in a
panel discussion on deciding
majors tonight in the Ohio Suite
in the University Union.
"Major Decision," is a panel
discusssion that will feature college office representatives discussing what options the college
has available, said Beth Berry,
graduate assistant with the
Academic Enhancement Office.
"Representatives from each
of the colleges on-campus and
from five offices will speak at
the event," Berry said. "Each
speaker will take five to seven
minutes to explain what their
college or office is all about."
Berry said that her office will
be one of the five speaking along
with the University Placement
Service, Co-Op Education Office, Center for Academic Options, and Counseling and Career Development Center.
According to Berry, students
will be given the opportunity to
approach panel members with
questions and each college and
office will have information available.
"It's a good time to have the
event with advanced registration coming up," she said. "This
is the second year that the discussion has been offered to students."
The service is being co-sponsored by the Academic Enhancement Office and the Counseling and Career Center and is
set to begin at 7 p.m.

TUESDAY:
Ladies' Night with
"LA. CONNECTION"
95* Drinks & Suds

WEDNESDAY:
Motown Night
95* Drinks & Suds
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Doors open at 8:00 p.m.
18 and over

25481 Dixie Highway 874-2254
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Only Fifth Third's One Account
Plus can give you so much for so
little per month.
FIGURE IT OUT FOR
YOURSELF
Add up how much you're used
to paying for checking. Now total
up how much more you'd be getting (and how little you'd be paying), if you had One Account Plus.
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»> Unlimited check writing
► Free personalized checks
* No minimum balance
► A Visa or MasterCard with no
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Keith Alleman

Ross Mosher

X

Troy Chaney

Matt Oman

M
X

Mike Costas

Michael Pontikos

M
X

Steve Desillas

Dave Roth

M
X

Brian Evans

Trond Smith

M
X

Travis Granville

Dan Sollenberger

X

Tom Hannah

Mark Sollenberger

X

Paul Hopkins, Jr.

Scott Virgins

M
X

Greg Kirbabas

Chad Zechiel

M
X

Tom Miller

X

X
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M
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Celeste appoints position

News Briefs

Governor's choice for state inspector general approved
COLUMBUS (AP) — Gov. Richard Celeste's request for $300,000
to fund an office of Inspector general to guard against corruption in
government was reconsidered and approved Monday by the state
Controlling Board.
The 6-1 vote, over the objection of Rep. Robert Netzley, R-Laura,
came after Celeste amended his proposal to have the already-named
inspector general, David Sturtz, report to the Legislature as well as
the governor.
In other business, the seven-member board authorized the Department of Development to allocate $19 million to eight Thomas
Edison Technology Centers in the state.
The new grants, in which private industry matches the state in
funding lob-oriented research, went to eight projects involving colleges and universities.
They included the Edison Welding Institute at Ohio State University, which will receive $4 million — the largest of Monday's grants.
The others included $3.5 million for an advanced manufacturing
study involving Cleveland State University, Case Western University and Cuyahoga Community College, and $3 million for a similar
project on manufacturing at the University of Cincinnati.
House Finance Chairman William Hinig, D-New Philadelphia, and

others who objected to the inspector general request two weeks ago
said they were satisfied, now that Celeste has agreed to share the results of investigations.
As originally submitted, Sturtz would have reported only to the
Sovernor in an arrangement that Hinig and others said would cast
oubts on the inspector general's credibility. As amended, the order
provides that leaders of the Senate and House will get reports each
calendar quarter on all of the inspector gerenal's activities.
Hinig said, "With the amendments to the executive order, it is pretty much in line with what we discussed. On that basis, I no longer
have any problems with it." Other board members agreed, except
Netzley, who said he was not satisfied because Celeste will retain the
authority to fire the inspector general without consulting anyone
else.
Sturtz, a 51-year-old former State Highway Patrol officer, indicated he was not bothered that Celeste can fire him because he could
do so only for cause and after stating his reasons in an open letter.
In response to questions from Netzley, Sturtz said he Is not limited
to investigations requested by the governor and is free to act on any
information provided him.

U.S. profile in Gulf moderated
NEW YORK (AP) - Citing
the Iran-Iraq cease-fire agreement, the Reagan administration said Monday it will end
America's ship-escorting operation in the Persian Gulf while
maintaining a presence there.
President Reagan's decision
to terminate the close-quarter
convoying of neutral commercial ships came after U.S. officials reviewed how the Aug. 20
cease-fire was working, said
White House spokesman Marlin
Fitzwater.
The move substantially lowers
the U.S. profile in the troubled
waters nearly three months
after a U.S. Navy Aegis cruiser
shot down an Iranian civilian
airliner with 290 people on

Debate
D Continued from page 1.
However, the president of
Campus Democrats, Jim Vanzant, disagreed.
"I think Dukakis did extremely well in the debate,"
Vanzant said. "He proved be
could go face-to-face about issues."
Vanzant said he believes Dukakis won the debate overall,
that Dukakis did what he had to
do — prove that he is a viable
candidate — and did it very well.
Another political science
professor, Roger Anderson, admits the debate was a draw,
even though he is supporting
Dukakis.
"Both candidates were very
articulate; neither made a
major blunder," Anderson said.
"If I had to pick who had the
edge I'd say Dukakis. Only because he has not had the press
(coverage) in the last couple
weeks and the debate gave him
a boost. But we'll have to wait
for the true results."
William Reichart, political
science professor emeritus, also
said choosing a debate winner
would be a close call.
However, he said Dukakis
showed a more rounded viewpoint.
"I think Dukakis was a little
more balanced in his views.
Bush better do some homework
fast or he'll get an 'F' for the
course," Reichart said.
AD the professors agreed that,
though file issues were not
covered in-depth, the debate
coverage was better than none
at all. Hlbbeln said the issues
could not be adequately covered
in 90 minutes.
The professors also agreed the
mediator and panel members
who presented the questions
were basically unbiased and
fair.
Although Dennis Anderson
said he believes the debate was
well run, he said debates tend to
be media events and he is glad
"we can now get on with the real
campaign."
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board. The United States said it
regretted the accident, and officials have been weighing a program to compensate relatives of
Die victims.
Talking to reporters aboard
Air Force One while Reagan
flew here from Washington,
Fitzwater said the administration decided to relax the Persian
Gulf sea-lane policing operation
only after "consulting with allies and friends in the region."
Fitzwater said it would take a
few days to revamp the U.S. military presence in the region. He
said there would no formal announcement when that takes
place.
In effect, the United States
will replace its close-quarter es-

corting of commercial ships
with a sort of arms-length surveillance operation. The formation was likened by U.S. officials
to a "zone" coverage of shipping
rather than a "man-to-man
coverage.
The analogy to a kind of
coverage used in football means
that U.S. ships will watch selected areas of the gulf for trouble, rather than focusing the
protective operation on individual vessels.
In a speech to the United Nations General Assembly, Reagan said the world can feel "the
uplift of hope" in the gulf war,
which he called "one of the
bloodiest conflicts since World
Warn."

During a brief exchange with
reporters after a private meeting with U.N. Secretary General
Javier Perez de Cuellar, Reagan
also said he hoped the easing of
tensions in that part of the world
could lead to the release of nine
Americans held hostage by proIranian elements in Lebanon.
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Robert R. Broadbent,
chairman of the museum's
board of trustees, said Cleveland was in danger of losing
the museum until fundraising improved. Local officials, who first concentrated
on attracting donations from
individuals, nave since turned their attention to foundations and corporations that
can make large contributions, they said.
"I've got enough money,"
Broadbent said. "You're not
going to read about us in the
paper going broke."
Lain Robertson of BP America, who has been assigned by
the Cleveland-based company to work on the project,
said construction probably
will start in March 1990.
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CLEVELAND (AP) Officials with the proposed
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame
and Museum broke months of
silence Monday by announcing that the project is still
Cleveland's and that more
than one fourth of the design
and construction cost has
been raised.
The $13 million pledged is
primarily from the state of
Ohio and Cleveland area
businesses and foundations,
with $279,000 coming from the
660,000 people who signed a
petition to win the $48 million
tourist attraction for Cleveland, officials said. In addition, the city of Cleveland is
expected to spend $8.6 million
for improvements to the area
surrounding the museum.
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Fire department accused
Toledo squad, chief to face charges of discrimination
TOLEDO (AP) — A group of black ministers asked the Ohio Civfl Rights Commission
Monday to include Toledo's police and fire
divisions in the agency's investigation of the
city's alleged discriminatory hiring practices.
"We have evidence that the problems of
racial discrimination extend well beyond the
departments the commission is investigating; they spill over to the police and fire divisions as well," said the Rev. Floyd Rose,
spokesman for the Interdenominational
Ministerial Alliance, which has been battling the city over the treatment of blacks.
The Civil Rights Commission voted last
week to review all recent Wrings, promotions and other employment records of Toledo's city administration to determine
whether there is evidence of unfair employment practices.
The agency, however, did not investigate
the city^s police and fire divisions because
both have been under federal court order
since 1974 to hire blacks and minorities.
Darlene McCoy, the agency's executive
director, said the commission probably
won't expand its inquiry, since that might
interfere with the court order.
"If there is a violation of that court order,
the judge would be the proper forum," she

said.
i
The alliance's request comes after disclosures that at least one fire division official
altered and destroyed documents to help
white firefighter applicants move ahead of
minority applicants.
In a letter sent Monday to commission
Chairman William Sykes, the alliance charges that Fire Chief William Winkle routinely
discriminates against minorities in disciplinary actions.
"We have received several complaints
from present and former firefighters who allege that the chief suspends and fires blacks
for the most minor offenses and rarely disciplines whites who commit more serious
offenses," the letter said.
"It was only after we publicly complained
about the double standards that Chief Winkle suspended with pay the fire captain who
admitted tampering with the files," it said.
"The assumption that if the federal court
demands that blacks be taken in they will be
welcomed and treated fairly, is without historic basis in Toledo. If a division does not
want blacks and hispanics in it, they will find
a way to get them out."
Winkle denied that the fire division dis-

criminates against blacks.
"That is not factual," he said of the alliance's allegations. "If they want to come in
with names and addresses, they're welcome
to come in."
Winkle said one black firefighter resigned
this year under allegations that the firefighter committed serious violations. He
said several firefighters have been suspended, although he could not provide a number
or details.
On Friday, Randall Marshall, a lawyer for
the Advocates for Basic Legal Equality,
which has monitored the Toledo Fire Division under a federal court since 1974 to hire
more blacks, said his group had evidence of
tampering with white applicants' assessment sheets.
Marshall said he reviewed at least 40
documents and had turned up numerous
cases of altered documents.
During a deposition taken Sept. IS and
Sept. 19, Capt. Gary Johnson admitted that
he had altered applications of white applicants, according to a status report ABLE
filed with the U.S. District Court in Toledo.
Johnson could not be reached for comment
since Friday. There has been no answer at
his home telephone.

Reagan calls for
pact with Soviets
NEW YORK (AP) — President Reagan, in a farewell address to
the United Nations, said yesterday it is "more than a possibility"
that a treaty curbing intercontinental ballistic missiles can be
signed with the Soviet Union within the next year.
In a speech prepared for delivery at the opening of the General Assembly, Reagan also called for an international conference to stop
the use of poison gas and other chemical weapons.
The president reviewed what he said has been progress toward
peace in his administration, but added that "history teaches us caution" and that "even in this time of hope, the chance of failure is
real."
He called upon Iran and Iraq to cooperate in implementing the
U.N. resolution on their Persian Gulf war, saying, "Let this war end
now.... Let peace come."
In Afghanistan, he said, "We encourage the Soviet Union to complete its troop withdrawal at the earliest possible date so that the
Afghan people can freely determine their future without further outside interference."
The president condemned "the continuing deterioration of human
rights in Nicaragua and the refusal of the tiny elite now ruling that
nation to honor promises of democracy made to their own people and
to the international community."
He called on the Soviet Union to "assist in bringing the conflict in
Central America to a close by halting the flow of billions of dollars of
arms and ammunition to the Sandinista regime" in Nicaragua.
Turning to negotiations on long-range nuclear weapons, Reagan
said, "I can tell this assembly that it is highly doubtful such a treaty
can be accomplished in a few months, but I can tell you a year from
now is a possibility, more than a possibility."
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Toledo latest team to destroy BG
Awful performance spells
doom [again] in 34-5 loss
by Don Hensley
assistant sports editor

BG News/Paul Vemon
Bowling Green offensive lineman Greg Glassco walks off the field dejectedly after Mike McGee's fumble In the first quarter. Toledo's Phil Brown.

Falcons' season
not as expected;
instead - big joke

in background with ball, celebrates his fumble recovery as teammate
Tony Hirsel rushes to congradulate him. Toledo won the game 34-5.

Ankney
Dackln
long to respond. On its third series, BG rode the passing of Rich
Dackin down to the Rocket 17
before stalling. The Falcons settled for a Jason Zeller 35-yard
field goal to make the score 7-3.
Dackin, who had struggled in
the first three games, seemed to
find his touch in the first quarter
when he passed for 132 yards.
But the key was that BG still
couldn't put the ball in the endzone.
But that was nothing new for
the Falcons, which have scored
only 41 points in the first four
games.
"I don't know what's wrong
with our offense." Ankney said.
"Rich played a better game today, but I'm still very concerned
because I can't put my finger on
the reason why we haven't been
scoring."
After Zeller's field goal, the
defense started to come alive.
The Falcons stopped a long
Toledo drive at their 35 when
Charles Dotson fell on a fumble
caused by Dave Kinzie.
When the ensuing BG drive
stalled at its 49. punter Chris
Shale was called on to pin the
ball deep into Rocket territory.
G See Falcon*, page 11.

by Amy Cote
sports reporter

Commentary

Andy Woodard is sports editor of The BG Newt.

BE

Spikers lose to EMU; defeat UT

ANDYWOODARD

TOLEDO—Question: What do you get from the following?
Bowling Green.
Mid-American Conference.
Football championship.
California Bowl.
Answer: A Big Joke
The Falcons were picked by many to contend for the MAC title this
season. The offense was supposed to be explosive. The defense was
supposed to be at the least, steady. The kicking game was supposed
tobe improved.
Moe Ankney said this was his best team in his three years.
What A Big Joke.
After Toledo's 34-5 blowout win at the Glass Bowl Saturday night,
the Falcons are 0-4 overall, 0-2 in the Mid-American Conference.
The Rockets—picked to be the big joke of the MAC this season —
have passed that title on to the Falcons.
What's wrong? The list is endless.
Let's start with the offense.
Led by AU-MAC quarterback Rich Dackin and a host of talented
skilled players, BG was supposed to score a lot of points—somewhere around the 30-plus mark a game. Touchdowns were going to
come in abundance.
Instead, the Falcons have scored 41 points this year on three
touchdowns, three field goals and two safeties.
What happened to the big play?
It's gone. No long runs. No long passes. Just the short stuff. The
offense is at an all-time low.
Speaking of an all-time low, let's discuss the defense.
These Falcons are on a record pace for points given up. In the four
games, opponents have accumulated lTtpoints against them. Last
year alone, BG surrendered 249 points. The school-record is 298, set
in 1977 when the Falconsplayed 12 games.
Granted, four All-MACplayers graduated, but when the defensive
backf ield is making a majority of the tackles, something is wrong.
Lastly, the kicking game is not what anyone expected:
Punter Cris Shale has a better average now than Mark Bongers
did last season, but he has had four punts blocked and dropped a
snap on another in the end zone that resulted in a touchdown.
Place-kicker Jason Zeller has been inconsistent. He's hit only
three of seven and the misses haven't been from long-range, either.
He missed two chip shots against the Rockets which would have
given the Falcons an 11-10 lead in the second quarter. Instead, BG
trailed 11-5 and never moved the ball close enough to score again.
The person to figure out how to make everything better is Ankney.
But after the game Saturday, he said be didn't have any answers. He
said if he knew what the problems were, he'd fix them.
Changing players around is not the solution. From what I've seen,
the best players are on the field.
The fart is, this is the worst BG football team in history. Unless
something changes, the Falcons will win only two or three games
(pick from OhioUniversity, Youngstown State and Miami University) at the most.
It could realisticly be worse. BG might not win a game at all.
That's the truth. Forget about a MAC title. Forget about going to
the Cal Bowl. Forget about salvaging the season.
BG is not going to get any better.
What A Big Joke.

TOLEDO—When will it end?
This is a question that has to
be going through the minds of
everyone associated with Bowling Green, which lost 34-5 at
arch-rival Toledo Saturday
night.
It was the Falcons fourth
defeat in four games and second
in as many ales in the MidAmerican Conference.
The BG defense once again
helped another struggling
offense get well. Toledo's point
total was more than in its first
three games combined. After
scoring only one touchdown in
those first three games, the
Rockets ripped BG for four.
Part of the reason for Toledo's
success was its dominance of the
offensive and defensive lines.
"Our defense Just couldn't
stop them," BG head coach Moe
Ankney said. "They totally dominated us on both the offensive
and defensive line of scrimmage."
A vast majority of the 22,627
partisan fans were still in the
parking lot tail-gaiting when
their beloved Rockets drew first
blood. Alan Smiley plunged in
from the one to give Toledo a 7-0
lead only one and a half minutes
into the game.
The quick score was set up
when Toledo defensive end Romauld Brown recovered a Mike
McGee fumble on the third play
of the game.
But the Falcons didn't take

BGNaws/ErtcMua
Tammy Schiller bumps the ball during Bowling Green's 15-2, 15-6,
17-3 win over Toledo at Anderson Arena Saturday night The win
lifted the Falcon* to 11 In the Mid-American Conference. BG lost at
Eastern Michigan Friday night

While Bowling Green's football team fell under the wrath of
Toledo at the Glass Bowl Saturday night, the Falcon volleyball
team proved their muster and did BG justice.
After BG's loss to a tough Eastern Michigan squad Friday
night in three straight games (11-15, 11-15,13-15), they came
back Saturday night in Anderson Arena to dominate Toledo in
a quick three-game match 15-2,15-6,17-15.
Head coach Denise Van De Walle said that the tough loss
against tiie Hurons spurred the quick defeat of the Rockets.
"The team realixed they had to win," Van De Walle said.
"They came out with a lot of aggression and they made some
good blocks and kills in the first game.''
Freshman Tammy Schiller and senior co-captain Jane
Plantz put in fine performances and were both confident going
into the first game of the match.
"There is a lot ofpressure involved with starting," Schiller
said.' 'We were really pumped for this match. We knew we had
to win."
Schiller, who posted 10 kills and one error in 20 attempts,
gained herself an attack percentage of .600 for the Toledo
ruafr*1
Plantz was not far behind with 10 kills and two errors in 22 attempts, which gave her a percentage of .364. She compiled 10
more kills against Eastern Michigan Friday to bring her percentage to .325 for the weekend.
"I feel like I've been playing tenatively." Plantz said. "I
have not been playing with 100 percent confidence. I had a lot of
aggression spurred in this match (Toledo)."
The Falcons seemed to have everything going in their favor
against the Rockets until the middle of the third game.
Freshman Lisa Mika, who had just come off the injured list
this past weekend after sustaining a sprained ankle, was giving
a fine performance when she landed and went down on the
same ankle.
"When she went down," Van De Walle said, "I was saying
'shell get back up, she's just scared.' My heart sank as she
didn't. All that work that went out to get her back for the weekend just faded."
Plantz, along with the rest of her teammates, was
□ See Spikers, page 11.

Falcons roll past Detroit 4-1
Anticoli scores three goals to break scoreless drought
by Mark Huntebrinker
assistant sports editor

The Bowling Green soccer team's victory
over Detroit Saturday afternoon was routine.
Routine in the sense that the Falcons' 4-1
thumping of the Titans was their fourthstraight win of the year in the friendly confines of Mickey Cochrane Field and the
sixth-straight there dating back to last
season.
BG, 4-3 overall, has outscored its opponents 17-4 at home this season.
The win also broke a three-game roadlosing streak in which BG was outscored 7-0
and provided some momentum heading into
today's pivital regional match against Notre
Dame.
"It felt like a jinx for a while," senior Mike
Anticoli said. We've got a tough regional
match against Notre Dame (today). We
needed to get a win behind us."
While Anticoli was looking to the future,
Falcon head coach Gary Palmisano was
looking at the past.
"Anytime you go three games without a

oyer

win, it's tough to take," be said. "Getting a
win was very important today."
But Anticoli pointed out another important
factor in the win, which occurred on Gatorade Youth Day.
"We needed to score some goals," Anticoli
said. "We worked on doing just that all
week.".
And score some goals is exactly what Anticoli did. Three of thorn to be exact.
Anticoli started his way toward the hattrick at the 25:50 of the first half, when Jon
Felton pasaed the ball to Anticoli for a breakaway goal and a 1-0 Falcon lead.
The score stayed that way until the 5:02
mark of the second half when Shaun Howe
and Kyle Rover assisted Anticoli on his second tally of the afternoon.

Just 7:09 later, BG struck again. This time
it was forward Rob Hunt scoring his second
goal of the season off a crossing pass from
[owe. Anticoli also received credit for an
assist on the play.
At the 29:10 mark, Detroit posted its lone
tally of the day when sophomore Pete Tangalos scored his second goal of the season.
The assist went to midfielder Pete Delverne.
Anticoli scored his third goal at the 38:31
mark of the second half. Royer was again
credited with an assist.
Anticoli's three goals and an assist raised
his point total on the year to 11. Entering the
contest, he had scored only two goals For a
total of four points on the season.
Palmisano partially credited the defense
with the scoring outburst.
"I always feel the defense plays a big role
in the success of the offense, and today the
defense played exceptionally well up until
their goal," he said. "Another positive aide
was the ability to regroup after they (Detroit) made it 3-1. and come back and put
them away again."
The Falcons host the Fighting Irish at 3:30
p.m. today at Mickey Cochrane Field.
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Miami sweeps BG harriers
Sink pleased with women's run; upset over men's
"I don't think our men are as
bad as they looked. I think we
are talented, but I'm very
distressed with the way we
ran. We didn't follow our
game plan at all. They just ran
away from us."
-Sid Sink, cross country coach

by Brian HoUenbeck
"sports reporter
Discussing Saturday's meet against Miami with cross country
coach Sid Sink is like talking to Dr. Jeckyll and Mr. Hyde.
Sink said he was pleased with the women's performance despite
their 31-24 loss, while he was disgruntled with the men's effort in
their 36-19 set back.
"I don't think our men are as bad as they looked," Sink said. "I
think we are talented, but I'm very distressed with the way we ran.
We didn't follow our game plan at all. They just ran away from us."
"We're just not convinced that we can run a good race," he added.
"I think some of our guys are scared of a 10,000 meter race because
we don't run them very often. We're just kind of dragging and shaking our heads right now."
Sink said the men harriers have to get back in the groove and put
the last two weekend's behind them.
"We just have to talk it over and see what's going on," Sink said.
"I think our workouts are pretty good, but our last two Saturdays
have been bad.
"Losing builds up after a while and you begin to have doubts, so we
need to work hard and let things take care of themselves. We have to

Preferred Properties
835 High St. 352-9378
Office Hours: 9:00-4:30 Mon. - Fri.

buckle down now and somehow get this out of our system quickly. "
The men were led by senior John Hickman (32:56), sophomore
Brian Donnelly (33:02), sophomore John Wodarski and freshman
Keith Madaras.
The women harriers were paced by sophomore Mary Louise Zurbach (18:36), senior Susie Dieters (19:00), junior Missy Ellen
(19:07), sophomore Carolyn Goins (19:10) and sophomore Laura
Schultes (19:20).
Unlike the men, Sink said, the women harriers did exactly what
they had to do to win, but just fell short.
"They did what we asked of them and they know they did everything they could to win the meet," Sink said. r'I feel they are right on
"There was a big pack of runners up front making it a very competitive race. We were real close all the way to the end where we faded
a little bit, but considering everything we ran a good, solid race."
Even though the women suffered a loss, Sink said his team gained
some confidence with their performance.
"I think the girls feel they can beat Miami now and that's a good
sign," he said. "I know it won't be easy because Miami is one o? the
most talented teams in the conference. But when we face them later
in the year we'll know we can compete."
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BG News/Eric Mull

Bowling Green midfielder Chris Blike heads the ball before a Detroit player can do the same. The Falcons won the game 4-1 to
break a three-game losing streak.
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Check your OCMBs or watch your residence
hall mailbox for significant savings on your
resume, courtesy of UniGraphics, 211 West
Hall. You won't want to miss it!

Bowling Green's women's golf
team finished 16th out of 21
teams at the Lady Northern Invitational at Purdue over the
weekend.
The Falcons fired a 54-hole
total of 1,031 at the tourney. Ann
Alexander led the team with a
score of 252. She was followed by
Heidi Wright (259). Gloria Holmes (261), Rena Friedline (265),
Kim Prasse (272) and Sheila Kelly (274).
BG plays at the Michigan
State Invitational in East Lansing, Mich., on the Forest Akers
Golf Course this weekend. In the
54-hole tourney, the Falcons will
plav 36 holes Friday and 18 Saturday.

PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU OCTOBER 15, 1988
DAIRY MART

~ jLM

SLICED

$149

BACON

IVA .a

DAIRY MAKI
UAIKY
MART OKMUt
GRADE "A"
M

LARGE

2*149
D N

EGGS ^ I
2% OM^ $149
DAIRY MART * FARM FRESH

MILK
DAIRY MART SLICED

WHITE
BREAD

NO
COUPON
REQUIREDD

GAL

3 $149
16 OZ
LOAVES

VANILLA ' CHOCOLATE
• CHOCOLATE CHIP ' NEAPOLITAN

A

PARTY TIME 5
/%*&

ICE CREAM
DAIRY MART

DELI SUB
<
SANDWICH
AND A 12 OZ FOUNTAIN PEPSI

Evans, Lynn
lift Tigers 6-3

mm ^Bt

HALF
GALLON

Welcome Back

CLEVELAND (AP) - Darrell
Evans hit a three-run homer, his
fifth in his last eight games, and
Fred Lynn added a solo shot
Monday night as the Detroit
Tigers kept their faint title
hopes alive with a 6-3 victory
over the Cleveland Indians.
The Tigers, winners of three in
a row and eight of their last 11
games, began the night 4tt
games behind the first-place
Boston Red Sox in the American
League East.
Winner Eric King, 4-1, who is
usually a reliever, gave up three
runs on five hits in six innings in
his first start since Aug. 14. Mike
Henneman pitched the final
three innings for his 22nd save
as the Tigers won for the seventh straight time in Cleveland
Stadium.

You've got a busy and exciting semester ahead ol you, so now is the
time to plan lor those events you don't want to miss. One ol them
should surely be Marriott's on-campus visit, it's your chance to talk
one-on-one with our recruiter about a challenging and rewarding
career with Marriott, the leader in lodging and lood services.
Mark your calendars!

• I

MARRIOTT DAY |
September, 29th [

Contact the HRI School for more details.

\\>^\arnott
W» ar* an aqual opportunity •mptoyor, Wf /V/H

UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO

UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO

UPDATE
CAMPUS FILMS! CAMPUS FILMSI CAMPUS FILMS!
THURSDAY
September 29th
"The Bridge) on
the River Kwai"
Gish Film Theater
9 p.m. - Free!

TAKE TIME OUT TO
CATCH THE BROWNS
Cleveland vs. Seattle
Sunday, October 9th
Sign up in UAO office
3rd floor Union - Today
until Thursday, Oct. 6th

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
September 30th & October 1st

"Hairtpray"
210MSC-8 p.m. & 10 p.m.

"Polytter"
210 MSC - Midnight
$1.50 with BGSU ID
HOMECOMING
KING & QUEEN
ELECTIONS
in the
Union Foyer
From 9a.m. to 5 p.m.

$22.50
3 UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO

O
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Williams' punt lifts ruggers
by Matt Schroder
sports reporter
Bowling Green's rugby club can thank Jim Williams fonts 22-13 win Saturday.
Williams kicked the ball from deep in the Falcons end of the field to stop a threat by the Cleveland Rovers with only minutes left in the game to
preserve the victory. The play occurred with BG
on the defensive near its own goalline. After a
scrum. Williams picked up the ball and kicked it
toward the Rovers side of the field.
Before Williams' boot, head coach Roger Mazzarella said the game was still undecided.
"That was the key play of the game," Mazzare11a said. "Jim got the kick off, but he was totally
surrounded. We just got some good breaks."
Williams added, "I wasn't sure how much time
was left, but I was just hoping that we could get a
clean kick out of our own end.
Even though BG won by nine points, the game
went back and forth.
BG scored first on a penalty kick by fullback
Steve Markert, and moved ahead 7-0 on an interception and try by Gus Saponari.
But the Rovers fought back with a try and conversion to close within one. After Markert's second
penalty kick and Cleveland's second try, the score
at the half stood at 10-all.
The Falcons came out fighting in the second half
with wing Collen Breen's try and Markert's conversion. The Rovers then countered with a penalty
kick, making the score 16-13.
But that was as close as the visitors would come.
After Williams' kick. BG outside center Greg Fasig scored a try on the last play of the game and

Spikers
□ Continued from page 9.
really affected by the loss of
Mika.
"Lisa's getting hurt stirred us
up a bit," she said. "We just
needed to keep our composure
and win the match."
The extent of Mika's injury
and when she will be returning
has not yet been disclosed.
With the loss to Eastern Michigan and the win against
Toledo, BG raised its record to
5-5 overall and 1-1 in the MidAmerican Conference. Regardless, a loss to the Hurons is not
what the Falcons needed.
This match marks the first
time the Falcons have lost to a
MAC team other than Western
Michigan since 1986.
The loss, which may have well
hurt BG's chances of dethroning
six-time defending MAC champion Western Michigan, dis-

Falcons
D Continued from page 9.
But in what has been an adventure all year, Shale's punt was
blocked and eventually led to a
46-yard field goal by Bruce Nichols.
BG was not the only team
having kicking problems,
however. The Falcons rounded
out their scoring when Terry
Wilson blocked David Rohrs's
quick kick attempt out of the end
zone for a safety.
Toledo finished the first half
scoring when Smiley smashed
off-tackle for his second touchdown of the game, making the
score 17-5 at the half.
Although BG was down, they
weren't out until the Rockets'
first possession of the second
half.
"The key I thought was in the
first drive of the second half.
The score was 17-5 and we took
the opening kick-off down and
scored a touchdown." Rockets
head coach Dan Simrell said. "I
thought the main key was that
we got sevens today instead of
threes."
When Toledo put that touchdown on the board to make the
score 24-5, it seemed to take the
wind out of the Falcons, which
have not scored a point in the
third quarter this season.
"Our offense was really pressing in the second half. We put to
much pressure on ourselves out
there, said Dackin, who completed 22 of 44 passes for 263
yards and three interceptions.
"It's tough to get going when
you realize you nave to score
points fast because you're running out of time."
Although the Falcons were
done, Smiley was just starting
as he scored his third touchdown
of the game in the third quarter.
He finished the same with 141
yards rushing on 35 carries.
The Rockets rounded out the
scoring on another field goal by
Nichols and a seven-yard scoring pass from quarterback Steve
Keene to tight end Jerry Evans.
BG had many chances to stay
in the game, but failed to score.
Zeller missed two field goals
in the first half and the Falcons
committed five turnovers.
Dackin threw three interceptions and Mike McGee and Reggie Thorton fumbled.
Both fumbles led directly to
scores. McGee's in the first half
resulted in a touchdown, while
Thornton's dropped punt led to a
field goal.
Th Falcons will try to end
their winless streak at undefeated Western Michigan Saturday.

Markert added the conversion for the club's ninth
victory in 11 games.
Mazzarella said, "They were a very smart team.
Some of our alumni were playing for them, so they
knew our systems and our calls. We had to change
our line out calls which caused some disarray."
One of the bright spots for the Falcons was the
kicking of Markert, who scored 10 points in the
game.
"There was a lot leas wind this week," said Markert, who struggled last week. "I got my steps
down and got back on track. The first kick I made
was a tough one. It gave me my confidence back."
Despite the win, BG did not play at full strength.
Wing John Lonsert sat out the game with an ankle
injury sustained in practice last week. In his place,
Breen scored a important second half try.
"Nobody hit me or anything. I just fell on it
wrong. It's iust one of those things," Lonsert said.
Despite the victory, Mazzarella was not totally
pleased with the overall effort of the team.
"After showing so much composure last week,
the guys fell apart mentally and weren't willing to
wait for the openings. It could have cost us the
game," he said.
Also, Mazzarella was not pleased with the B
squad. The Falcons lost 7-6, marking their first
defeat in three years.
Mazzarella said, "I saw some great individual
efforts, but it was the second week in a row we
didn't play as a team."
Incidentally, BG was not supposed to play the
Cleveland Rovers. Michigan State was scheduled,
but the Spartans called BG and said they weren't
ready to play the Falcons yet.
The club plays the University of Dayton this
weekend. The game marks the final one before the
Ohio Championships in Columbus the following
weekend.

appointed Van De Walle and the
team. But they have not given
up hope.
"We didn't play as a team
against Eastern," Van De Walle
said. "We were in the game, but
we didn't play well as a group.
"As for the MAC, it is still
early. If we get healthy, we can
take the championship from
Western."
According to Plantz, the
health of the team was not really
a factor in the loss.
"We did not play well at
Eastern Michigan," Plantz said.
"We were really tenative. We
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15199 QrovaRd
Garrettivllla, Ohio 44231

September
Special...
10" Cheese Pizza

99*
352-757l^^pr^
60' each for additional items
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Inside only
945 s. Main St.
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MOON OVER
PARADOR PG-13
EVENINGS 9:30 ONLY

TUCKER PG
EVENINGS 7 15 ONLY
KA

"HEAR YE, HEAR YE!"
BELOW IS A BRIEF EXAMPLE OF BOOKS
THAT ARE ON THE BANNED BOOKS LISTINGS:
THE AMERICAN HERITAGE DICTIONARY

Anonyaous-GO ASK ALICE
THE BIBLE
Andrevs-FLOWERS IN THE ATTIC
Whlteun-LEAVES OF GRASS
Shakeapeare-HAMLET

TWO PAIR ONE PRICE
DAILYWEAR
EXTENDED WEAR

$59.88
$94.88

Stelnbeck-RED PONY
Swlft-GULLIVER'S TRAVELS
Klng-THE SHINING
MERRIAM-WEBSTER COLLEGIATE DICT.
Sllveraceln-WHERE THE SIDEWALK ENDS
Orvall-1984
Bluaa-SUPERFUDCE
Rackhaa-MOTHER GOOSE OLD NURSERY
RHYMES
Day-DORIS DAY: HER OWN STORY
.Hemlngvay-A FAREWELL TO ARMS

•Promotion good only *M*h proteutona] fees,
SttrituOon UK extra.
Not wJU w«ri any other tpedate or coupons.

EXPIRES SEPTEMBER 30. 1988
GOOD AT All LOCATIONS
Eyes EumJned By Dr. S. SMff,

St.KflUI

4/MIH

(52-2533

NIGHT OF
THE DEMONS
EVENINGS 7:05 9:45

DEAD RINGEPS
rVENINGS 7:00 9:35

Tvaln-ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY
FINN
Tarry-BLOODS

Bausch & Lomb
Contact Lenses

COCKTAIL
EVENINGS 6:50 9.20

YOUNG GUNS
EVENINGS 6:45 915

Stef anie Abbott
Vicky Grandstaff
Rhonda Hazzard
Laura Janowich
Jessica Newman
Suzie Robarge
Katrina Storts
Mary Thompson
Dawn Toth

Burlington Optical
BURLINGTON

1

IIEA

Kappa Delta
Congratulates
our
Fall Initiates

KA AOT KA AOT

cinema

354 -0558

KA AOT KA AOT KA AOT KA AOT

KA APT

182-101.0

4t

Plantz

were not playing to lose and we
weren't playing to win. We're
looking at Eastern as a learning
experience."

21S-64S-4S11

PIZZA

ngA

Craig K. Taliaferro President
Twanda Pegram Vice President
Patty ConlowSecretary-Treasurer

SKYDIVING
POQliQi'S

Catch Mike Royko commentary about current
issues on the BG News editorial page regularly

Congratulates ITS NEW
OFFICERS

STUDENT TRAINING WRITE OR CALL COLLECT FOR FREE BROCHURE
GROUP RATES AVAILABLE

Cleveland Sport
Parachuting School

BG News/Mark Thalman
Bowling Green lock Andy Waslniak (left) battles for the ball with Cleveland's Sean DeCrane In Saturday's 22-13
win. The club Is 9-2 on the year.

H

\^nwrm#

Classifieds
CAMPUS * CITY EVENTS
••ATTENTION eVWYOHf
HO* LOWE
Will spook on behalf ol
DUKAKIS 4 BENTSEN
TODAY Sept. 27, IUI
LENHART QRAND BALLROOM
DOORS OPEN 11:M em Free A Open to
Everyone
■• Attention Al Education Majors"
ACE meeting Sept 29 «
6 30 m 1 I 2 BA Blag
ideas lor instructional aros
wil be preaented
• 'DccrPTtte*•8TC
[The Bowkng Green Student Chapter ol the Society lor Technical Cornmuntoetlonwa hold
an organizational moating to eloct officers and
begin planning this year's actrvtese. Plua ttiora'l
be plenty of fane to mingle and moot other BO
technical comrnursconre. Rofroehmonoj aHo bo
served. Anyone mtereeted. plaoaa coma:
THURSDAY, SBPT.M, 8 oja
•WON TAFT ROOM
777 Me|o> Decisions m
Attention aK undecided students
Selmeber 27th. 7 PM
Oho Suite- Union
Come loam about M mo JiNoioiit programa.
mejora, and aorvtcaa to choooa from at BG3U.
Repreeentatlvoa from each coeege and severe)
otfrcee aril be diacuaaing and anoawung quoelona you may have aa you make your ' max*
decision." Col 2-2677 w«h a.

DUKAKIS-BENTSEN '88
ACTOR ROB LOWE
WILL SPEAK ON BEHALF OF
MBCE DUKAKIS t LLOYD BENTSEN
TODAY, LENHART BALLROOM, OPENS

tIMM

HAVE TO SHIP A PACKAGE?
For al your stopping neede
Federal Express. UP S.
A-Z DATA CENTER 352-5042
Responsible coeege student seeks employment cleaning area houoee and apts For details
cal Pern al 353-5832

INTERNATIONAL TELEVISION ASSOCIATION
nRSTMEETINO
TUESDAY. SEPTEMBER 27TH AT 7 00 PM
WEST HALL (TV STUDIO)
THE MAKING OF A CORPORATE VIDEO"
WITH PR JANKOWSKI

SOMEONE CARES ABOUT
YOU AND YOUR PREGNANCY PROBLEM
AT BOWLING GREEN PREGNANCY
CENTER
CALL 3S4HOPE FOR WFO
ON FREE PREGNANCY TESTS AND
SUPPORTIVE SERVICES

MARRIOTT CAREER OPPORTUNITIES DAY
HOTELS, FOOD A BEVERAGE AND HEALTH
CARE DIVISIONS THURS SEPT 29. 10:00 ■
2:00 BA 2nd FLOOR LOUNGE-CASUAL 7:00
• 9:00 pm ICE ARENA LOUNGE. PANEL DISCUSSION PROFESSIONAL DRESS
EVERYONE WELCOME
Order of Omega
Meeting September 27
7:30 Prout Chapel
Get excited lor a tun yeerll!
Tuna rmo Bowling Greens SPORTS Leader
Saturday lor LIVE MAC Footle- Coverage on
WBOU-FM Bowing Green at Weetem Mlchi
Ban
12 30PREGAME.KrCKOFFat1 OOon
M.I FM WBGU
VCTOMEETING
TUESDAY EVENING SEPT 27th
RoomUBTB
EVERYONE WELCOME
SEE YOU THEREII

BGSU CluB Hockey
Anyone interested in Club Hockey-maotttg at
9:00 PM on Wednesday 28th at the Ice Arena
East Stands Questions Cal Damon 353-2230

LOST & FOUND

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS. PktaaO lumleh
the Office of the Dean with the name of your
Dean's Advisory Council representative by
Monday, October 3. See the OAC raallboiea
(In the vending room near the lounge on the
second floor ol the BA BMg.l for detalla.

For al your typing
A-Z Data Canter
352-5042

HEYMONII
OFPENHAUER'S JAMMIN' WITH THE MUSIC
FROM REGGAE BAND, QROOVEMASTERS.
COME JOIN THE FUN FOR THIS CAMPUSWIOE FREE CONCERT. SATURDAY OCTOBER 1, IMI 4:00 - 7:00 PM, OFFENHAUER
COURTYARD.

AMA FORMAL METING
Tuesday September 27 at 121 Wool Hat
falOoaiei Chuck Mcomaw from NaBonai City
Bonn
Don't Mlaa the AMA Raffle DraaNafl
730 PM

BGSU Skating Club
Open to a* students
Every Tuesday Night 9 15-10 15
Ice Arena
Have tun-meet now tnoncavLeom to Skate
Free lessons included
Hope to see you there!

12

LADIES OF MACOONALDI
LOST: Two ol your gorgeoua sophomores who
escorted me back to Offenheuer Thura. night
after BUTTONS One la blonde (8'S"). and the
other brunette (5'1") with an incredibly boautlkil voice. It you have information aa to their
names or whereabouts, please can Myke
2-1897
LOST GOLD GARNET RING LOST AT DOWNTOWN WEDNESDAY NIGHT
IF FOUND
PLEASE CALL 363-3288 MUCH SENTBAETNAL VALUE-REWARD

JOUR 300 appscanone ■ alatli in JOUR ol•CO, 319 Weal Hal DEADLINE 10 14 88

Tuna Into Bowling Greens SPORTS Leader
Saturday lor LIVE MAC Foolbal Coverage on
WBGU-FM-BowHrvg Green at Weetem MlchiBan
12:30 PREGAME. KCKOFFat 1 OOon
M.1 FMWBGU

PERSONALS
••• ATTENTION STUDENTS •••
la your job strange or unusual?
Wed Ike to hoar about It Cal THE KEY at
3728088 Aak lor Amanda or Janet

M tfrvW... fr& UtuE IT £WV. Titey SUtaf
ARouJO ALL WV WITHOUT A one, AUD
TtlEV DMT HAVE To WORM ABMT
UFE-TtVIEATEUlilC
DISEASES LIKE
AlCS.

Attention. Anyone Interested In welting on lo
the BG women's Soflbal Team-practice wB be
trom 3-5 ovary day beginning Sept. 26 For
more Into cal Amy 372-7068 or 363-6743
evoa.
ATTENTION: ALL FRESHMAN UNIVERSITY
SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS
Juat a reminder ol the reception on Tuesday.
September 27th It la being hold at Die Ice
Arena Lounge from 7:30 ■ 9:00 PM Welcoming remarks start at 8:00 PM and photos wil be
taken Imrnedtatety aftarwarda. Have queettone?
Please col Mlleti Alumni Center ret 372-2710.
Hope lo aea you there'
Attention: All Studenla In All Ma|ora
Would you like to do an Internship In the ne"
tlon's capital? The Washington Cantor Internship Program offers Internships In all
Holds In Washington, D.C. Coma to the Capitol Room of the Union on Wednesday, Sept.
28 at 4:00 PM to hoar Colleen Clark, a program associate trom the Washington Canter
apeak on Intemahlp opportunities. A Minority
Student Reception will follow In the State
Room at 6:30 PM

Expose yourself to e Quality
Senior Portia* try caring
372-8086 today!
Schedule a eating with Vardon Studios
now so you can get you prints m
dmeforChnatmaa
Cal THE KEY at 372-8088

Why settle lor less when
you con have the boot?
Vardon Studloa of New York ra
currently photographing senior portions
Cal 372-8088 to schedule
your appointment now'

From fryers and forma to newsletters and letterneed, we've got what you need to look SUPER
on paper' See us lor al your TYPESETTING
NEEDS! Kinkos354 3977
Hendaomo baaok and cream ilger cat. Extremely loving. Talkative. Litter trained. 9
rape, old. Good home needed.
HOMECOMING 1988
TRACY OREUl
THE SISTERS OF
CHI OMEGA
ARE BEHIND YOU ALL THE WAYI
II you're a aomor we want you now
lor the 1989 KEY senior section
Vardon Studloo la now photographing
senior portraits tor your own pereonai
uee and the 89 KEY. too Cal
372-8086 to schedule your appointment
today
In the Dork?

INTERESTED IN A
NEW SORORITY
ALPHA 0MICRON PI RUSH
INFORMATION NIGHTS
SEPT 28 4 29 AT 8 PM
IN NORTHEAST COMMONS

WANTED
$140 a month, own room
Mala or lama la
Call 355.201 S
CASH FOR BASEBALL CARDS
Individual oarde or seta
Any years considered
Cal 362-1926 eve
D.J. Service! needed lor Friday night prograrraj Aak tor Joe at 372-2343
If you're a oonror. wo went you now
lor the 1989 KEY senior section
Varden Studios ol New York is now
photographing senior portraits
lor the 89 KEY A lor personal use. too
Cal 3728086 to schedule your
appointment today
MATURE STUDENT SEEKS REPSONSIBLE
ROOMMATE WILLING TO COMMIT TO A YR.
ELASE (THRU SUMMER) RENT S140 EA ,
OWN ROOM. INCL ALL EXCEPT ELEC , REPLY ASAP WITH NAME A PHONE TO ON
CAMPUS BOX #8555

• •ATTENTION EVERYONE" •
ROB LOWE
Will speak on behalf of
DUKAKIS a BENTSEN
TODAY, SEPT. 27.19Bt
LENHART QRAND BALLROOM
DOORS OPEN 11:30 am
Free and Open lo Everyone

AXO-PATTY NELSON-AXO
I LOVE MY LYRE BUDDY!
YOU'RE AWESOME!!
ALPHA CHI LOVE > MINE.
GUESS WHO???
AXO-AXO-AXO-AXO-AXO-AXO* AXO* AXO

INTRAMURAL FLAG FOOTBALL OFFICIALS
NEEDED PICK UP REFERRAL AT STUDENT
EMPLOYMENT AND APPLY IN 108 STUDENT
REC CENTER. MANDATORY TRAINING
CLINIC WEDNESDAY. SEPTEMBER 28.
7:00-10:30 P.M. IN MEMORIAL HALL 202

ONE MALE NEEDED TO SUBLEASE Apartment on 6th and High. Groat deal Contact Jim
or Dan at 354-7111

JonUrao
Thank you for coming mto my Me
Happy Anniversary
I've had the time ol my lie
Love. Tracy

HELP WANTED

BRIAN SAMUEL,
Thank you for being my beat friend You're the
groatoat and I love you
'
Debbie

• AdPI - The Brand of ExcellenceInformal Rush
Mon.ATuaa.. Oct 3 t 4 at 9 15
Only Wed. Oct. 5 la Invitation only
At the ADPI House
See you there!
•ADPI - The Brand of Excellence-

•MATTBPJIEV
HAPPY 20th BIRTHDAY!
I LOVE YOU VERYMUCH!
DESIREE

•M KHM. .. HUMANS ME IT EASY, WEY
Anounb ALL HAY WITHOUT A CARE , AUD
W£Y DOHT UME To kC*V ABOUT
UFE-WKATEtliHQ

WAL*-

.

Congratulations Mary Ann Mazur
on your fabulous grades spring semester!! LAL,
your ADPI Sisters
Dear Tina.
Yo. Yo, Yo, Yo. Baby! I leva youl What else
could I say to express the feelings, thoughts.
and desires that overwhelm mo whan I think ot
you? I want you to know that I value the Ume we
spend together and that with every minute ol
every day I grow lo love you more
Al my love.
Matthew
Debbie Cteckner
Congrala on your initiation
I love my ante
Utb Tracy
DORIS—Can't wait 'Hi Student Appreciation
Day" Sat. Oct 22 BGSU vs Youngfown State
First we II watch the fighting lootbal Falcons In
action, then have a dog & a Pepsi for lunch, enter our ticket stubs in raffles for a chance to wm
groat prizes including a tup for 2 to Florida—
What a lane'
Love, Horace
DUKAKIS-BENTSEN '88
ACTOR ROB LOWE
WILL SPEAK ON BEHALF OF
MIKE DUKAKIS * LLOYD BENTSEN
TOOAY, LENHART BALLROOM, OPENS 11 :J0
am

Needed: 1 mate rmte to share 1 brjrm apart
merit on E. Poo. S135 a mo. and elec
col Tom. 353-3096

KD,SkjEp""KD",SlgEp" KD
Congratulations
Barb Spencer and Scott Singer
on your long awaited pinning
We are al very happy lor you
AOT
Slaters of Kappa Delta
MARRIOTT CAREER OPPORTUNTIIES DAY
HOTELS. FOOD A BEVERAGE AND HEALTH
CARE DIVISIONS THURS SEPT 29 10:00 2:00. BA 2nd FLOOR LOUNGE-CASUAL
7:00 - 9:00 pm ICE ARENN LOUNGE. PANEL
DISCUSSION PROFESSIONAL DRESS
EVERYONE WELCOME
October 1.1988
CHEEOMUNGA...
tl you're lucky"
Panhollenlc Council la excited to hoar Dr.
Paul Oracamp speak tonight!I

PEGGY WtflTZ
I AM SO PROUD TO BE YOUR BIG'
WELCOME TO OUR FABULOUS FAMILY!
L.I.T.B.
CHRISTY
Perryeburg Inn and Cale Special Rate for
Studenta: 1 room SIB par nlghl. In-room movlea and HBO Included. 419-874-9163

ROB LOWE
Will Speak on BehaII of
MIKE DUKAKIS A LLOYD BENTSEN
The Next President and Vice President
oftheu.8.
TOOAY, LENHART BALLROOM. OPENS 11:30
am
ROB LOWE
Will Spook on Behalf ot
MKE DUKAKIS 8 LLOYD BENTSEN
The Next Pre tldenl and Vlca President
ol the U.S.
TOOAY, LENHART BALLROOM, OPENS 11:80
am
Senior Portratte Now!
Senior Portralta Now!
Senior Portralta Now!

8MESMESME
Society ol Manufacturing
Engineering
Organliallonal Mooting
Wed. Sept. 21,8:00 PM Rm 11 • Tech BkJg
Plna A Pop Provided
AH Intereeted Mojore Welcomel
BeTherell
SOSW
Student ftganuatlon ol Social Workers
Meeting-September 27. 1988
8 30 PM In 209 South Hoi
Volunteer Information Night
Speaker: Nancy Mancuao ot Volunteer Action
Ctnter
SOSW
Thenfca Roger, I had. a great time at our Data
Party. Hoar about thooo lasers?
The aVothoro of Sigma CM would Hko to congratulate Paul Raider on his lavallerlng to
Jennifer Munn. Good luck Paul and Jsntateotl
THE PLEDGES OF DELTA ZBTA:
'THANK YOU VERY MUCH
FOR YOUR HELP AND
SUPPORT FOR OUR
FIGHT AGAINST M.S.
THE BROTHERS OF ALPHA SIGMA PHI
To Paul, our Beta U D
Thanks ao much lor al ol your help with Rush
The Brolhera of Beta Theta PI
TueedayaQuertera Night
9:00 pm Pool Toijmomonl
Wednoadaya: Baal the Clock
e-9pm
JOIN THE FUN AT YUPPI'S

w/purchase of medium

Tune alto Bowing Green'a SPORTS Leodor
Saturday lor LIVE MAC Football Coverage on
WBOG-FM Bowling Green at Weetem Michigan
12:30 PREGAME. KICKOFF at 1 00 on
M.I FM WBGU

AXO-AMY SCHLAGETER■ AXO
I LOVE MY UL -YOU'RE THE BESTI
ALPHA CHI LOVE. YOUR BIG
KELLY
PS YOU'RE SUCH A LITTLE PEE-WEE BIRD!

DAVID HARRIS

SOCKDV

ATTENTION ALL GUYSM
DONT8ELATE
YOU BETTER FIND
YOUR CHEE-O DATE I'

ESTABLISHED ROCK BAND SEEKS BASS
PLAYER FOR ORIGINAL MATERIAL. CREATIVE FREEDOM. CALL MIKE-MATT 353-6745
OR SCOTT 372-5690 SERIOUS INQUIRIES
ONLY

S»pte>mb»r 27,1988

• • • JOHN McPHADEN • • •
You are wonderful and I love you
I can't wait lor this weekendJuat you and met
Love- Koth

SERVICES OFFERED
Abortion. Morning Attar Treatment
Proud to be Pro-Choice
Center lor Choice II
Toledo. OH 255-7789

777Ma(orDecaUona777
Attention al undecided studenta
September 27. 7 PM
Ohio Suite Union
Come loom about al the different programa,
matora, and services to choooa trom at BGSU
Repreeentetivee from each coeege and eevereJ
ofncee wB bo dtacuaorng and enewertng queetJona you may have aa you make your ''major
oocroion'' Cal 2-2877 with questions

lOMwt

30 IndMduaas needed Appacstions now being
accepted Part-time work-hj-tlme pay Sot
your own hours. No coaoctlona No deeverlee
Free paper auppeee Free $300 kit Col today
354-0408
Direct Core Aide: rmmeldate ful time and part
time openings in our ReokJential FacllUea. Experience In providing core lor mentally retarded disabled adults preferred, but not nocoosary WB train qual'ied applicants Appacetkme
wB bo accepted al Wcooaano Residential Sorvfooe. 846 Pearl Street. Bowing Groan
352-6115 EOE
Got Your Fool In the Door! PROFESSIONAL
TYPESET RESUMES thai bring the Interviews
Don't toko chances on less-WE DO IT RK3HTI
Kinkos 354-3977.

Help Wanted Bartending, waller/waitress A
floor walker positions are available at Totedo'e
only FunDnnkery Only Fun A exciting people
need apply In person at Henry J'a Wed -Sun.
after 8 PM at 1532 S Byrne. Grenbyme Shopping Center.
Highly motivated energetic individual to fa barlanding, waller, waitress, floor walker and coarser positions ot high energy nightclub. Car
pocohg aval. Good way to earn extra money lor
school Apply at Buttons Tuos. thru Sun. after
8:30 PM
Largo Canton area corporation needs a junior
accounting major to start a co-op position In Internal auditing during Spring Semester Cal Coop ot 372-2451 or slop by 238 Admin BWg. aa
soon as possible
Part time positions available lor bartenders,
banquet walter-wanreasaa Wil train apply at
Hoaoaylnn(BG|
■
Payrol Clerk-Computer Operator. Ful Ume
position Experience preferred. AppScations
resumes accepted untl Sept. 30 at Bowing
Green City Schools 140 S Grove. Bowing
Green, OH 43402

FOR SALE
'74 Mustang II Looks great' Runs great! S1500
negotiable Cal Mark at 353-3639

1980 Chevy Citation
96.000 miles, runs great, body In good condition Asking S800. Navjotaable Cal 354-2428

1987 Honda Aspencede (1200 cc, digital instrumentatlonl. CB. latch; I3TV used about
10 hours! 352-5343,372-2097
82 Dodge CoB Auto 70.000 ml good condition Asking $1300 or best offer Must sel Cal
352-5895

A MOST UNUSUAL BUILDING SITE
2 PLUS ACRES and during the bueOng
enjoy ale with el ol thlo-apecloue beach houoo
with panorama view ol your very own 17 acre
rake with 2 Islands covered bridge and a vast
expense ol mature evorgreene and nature trses
3 minutes lorm 1-76 Interchengo CM Virginia
Waltz 354-2521 lor complete dolose Brvrra
Real Estate. 347 N. Main St 352-5122 or
352-8071

CASIO CT 510 ELECTRIC KEYBOARD ONLY
2 YEARS OLD-NEVER USED PURCHASED
FOR 8440. WILL SACRIFICE FOR $275 OR
BEST OFFER CALL 352-9679
For Sato: 2 queen size waterbede. 1 yr ox).
Cal 353-3477
TECHNICS SA 929 RECEIVER
$100 LIKE NEW
CALL BOB AT 372-6506

FOR RENT
706 Second St Apt A
2 bdrm turn, apt available tmmedletefy
Cel John Newkive Real Eatate

354-2280
DECEMBER GRADUATE NEEDS PERSON|S>
TO TAKE OVER LEASE AT VILLAGE GREEN
APTS. 1 BDRM. PLEASE CALL NOW
353-6809

FREE!!

MALL • 353-0204

